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Newsletter May 2019

Our Club was represented by 6 riders at the 2019 ANZAC Parade 

at Dayboro. 

It was a very moving ceremony after the march. Our Club laid a 

wreath in honour of those who served and died in all theatres of 

war.  
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Date Claimers 

 19th May 2019 - Club ride leaving 8.30am sharp 

 25th May 2019. Mary Valley Trailblazers Chaplaincy Charity Ride. 

Details Following. 

 26th May 2019 - Dayboro Day 

 6th & 7th July 2019 - Dayboro Show 

 21st & 22nd July 2019. Mark Langley  - Calm Connected Horse-

manship.  Held at Mudgeeraba & Hinterland Horse Trail Club, 
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Our Committee - Executive and Non-Executive members 

Executive Positions Name 

President Wendy Kuslan 

Vice President Bob Ebert 

Secretary Rachel Kuslan 

Treasurer Julie Stephenson 

Non-Executive Positions Name 

Caterer/ Christmas party / Soft drinks Janelle Smith 

Club Newsletter Ken Smith 

Publicity/Media - update website, pho-
tos, Facebook 

Bridgette Kersnovske 

Trail Co-ordinator & ride report delega-
tor 

Bob Ebert – if Bob unavailable  

then Debra Shanahan 

Big October Ride Co-ordinators Vacant 

TRA Delegate Bob Ebert 
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Ride Calendar 2019 

We look forward to all of our members turning out for the monthly rides. 
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WANT TO JOIN THE DAYBORO TRAILRIDERS CLUB? 

Membership Fees for 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Membership forms: available to print off the website - www.dayborotrailriders.com.au 

 

Monthly Ride Fees for 2019 
 

Club fees for the monthly rides for 2019: 
 

 For club members, our ride fee is $10, and this includes lunch. 

  
 

 For visitors, it is $25, and this also includes lunch. 

  
 

 The fee is the same whether you stay for lunch or not. 

  
 

 Even though the ride fee includes lunch it is also raising funds for the club. 

  
 

 The visitor fee is higher because part of this goes to TRA for insurance. 

  
 

 For members/volunteers that are doing sign-on before a ride, a sign-on price list will 
be available on the table stating that the fee is the same whether you have lunch or not. 

Senior $65.00 

Junior—under 18 Years $60.00 

Family $140.00—for first 3 members 

$60.00—for each subsequent person 
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Horse Health Declaration Form

We have been notified by the Show Society that we all now must fill out a 
Horse Health Declaration form every time we do a ride from the show-
grounds. I have attached the form for you to download.  We will also keep 
some in the shed in case you forget to bring one. 

We have revised the Horse Health Declaration form by adding our Club and 
the TRA logo. If you have old copies printed off then they are quite okay to 
use, also there are old copies in the club shed that we will use until they are 
all gone. 

Once these forms are filled out, they will be given to the show society to 
keep on file after each ride. 

On the declaration form, you must write in your PIC number for your proper-
ty where your horses are kept.   You can obtain a PIC number by clicking on 
the following link.  Just fill out all your information and submit it then you 
will be sent back a PIC number. 

https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/animal-industries/moving-selling-livestock/national-livestock-

identification-system/property-registration/single-land-parcel 

Impress your loved one 

(human) with something 

expensive 
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APRIL RIDE REPORT 

By Debra Shanahan (Lead Drover)  

It was a glorious 27 degrees in Dayboro on the 28th April, no wind nor any threat of rain. We 

couldn’t have asked for a more perfect day to go for a horse ride. Surprisingly we only had sev-

en members and one visitor turn up to enjoy our monthly Trail Ride. The Easter long weekend 

and Anzac Day holidays preceded our ride, so we can only assume that many were still in holi-

day mode and not yet back into their regular routine. Surely the challenge of a Mountain climb 

would not have deterred any of our enthusiastic riders! Our small group of lady riders had an 

awesome morning out on the trails and were pretty happy not to have missed out.  

 As we sat on our horses and waited for our usual departure time of 8.30am, we had come to 

the conclusion that no one else was joining us.  Just as we were about to leave we saw a horse 

float arriving. A lady attending for the first time had been relying on her GPS for directions. 

Unfortunately, she wasn’t the first and won’t be the last to end up at the wrong entrance to 

the Showgrounds and behind the locked gate.  Jodie, our visiting rider, with much haste was 

signed on and had her horse saddled in record time and we were on our way. 

We rode out to Mt Mee Road and under the bridge, heading for Brady Street and Fingerboard 

Road. Most of our horses are quite accustomed to the dogs that race up to the fences barking 

and rarely turn an ear to acknowledge them.  However, we do need to have our wits about us 

as we negotiate our way along the road edge with oncoming traffic including motorbikes that 

frequent the roads on the weekend. The Harleys, no matter how slow they’re travelling, will 

still cause many horses to lose their cool.  Thankfully we didn’t meet any oncoming motor-

bikes, instead it was a couple of sheep staring with quiet curiosity at them through the fence 

that was enough to give a couple of horses the urge to flee in the opposite direction. Our com-

petent riders were totally unfazed and had their mounts quickly calmed as we continued on. 

 As our ride started to get harder no one would have guessed that our visitor’s lovely buckskin 

Brumby was probably more accustomed to crocodiles and billabongs than mountains. For a 

horse that had spent all of his life on the flat plains of the Northern Territory, he certainly 

looked like he was built for hill climbing. Other than raising a sweat and slowing his pace, he 

wasn’t having any problems that some of the uninitiated have with the steep and sometimes 

challenging terrain.   

Having such a small group of riders, we could all be in on the conversation and for once had no 

need to communicate with radios or have a rider tailing us to make sure no one was left be-

hind in the dense timber.  All we had to do was enjoy the tranquil hush of the bush as we 

headed over the mountain, well away from the noise of traffic. Once the rocky  
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trails were behind us, we had a quick stop for a couple of us to remove our horse’s boots be-

fore we rode through some muddy crossings. As wonderful as boots can be for many of our 

barefoot horses, some boots unfortunately have fallen victim to the power of the mud that 

sucks them off, never to be found again.  

Riding through Bradley’s dairy paddocks is always the easier part of the ride. The only chal-

lenge for some is keeping their horses head up from the lush green grass. Heading over the 

ridge through the bush kept us well away from any more boggy trails. Then we followed the 

Old Dayboro Road back into town. To avoid crossing the bridge and having to stop traffic, we 

took the track into Terrors Creek which fortunately wasn’t slippery, although the drop off into 

the creek had become steeper since the last time we had crossed it. Once the lead horses had 

tested it and didn’t end up in a crumpled pile at the bottom, it was deemed safe enough for 

everyone else to negotiate. 

After riding nearly sixteen kilometres of varying terrain and ever changing scenery, we arrived 

back at the Club House for lunch at 12.15pm, in perfect time for the feed that Ken had started 

cooking for us.   
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TRA Easter Camp Report 

Janelle & Ken took an “early mark” from work & left home bound for Toogoolawah at about 

2.00pm. 

They arrived at the Toogoolawah Show Grounds at about 4.00pm. Glendon & Karen, & Debra had 

arrived earlier in the day so has already set up camp. 

Janelle & Ken set up camp on the end of the line of campers, next to Wayne and Kate, but it was 

not long before Sasha & Myles arrived with their Sunland “Taj Mahal” in tow. Made us a bit envi-

ous, especially as rain showers and wind was forecast! 

Debra had set up Ringo’s yard near her humble tent & float while Sasha & Janelle made a couple 

of yards near the cattle pavilion, which was a bit muddy. 

After everyone had set up & fed their steeds we had the obligatory happy hour, which actually 

means “happy hours” & none of us felt like tea. 

There were the occasional rain showers passing through which kept the ground wet and tested 

the water proofing of those of us who were in tents. 

For those of us who had not been to Toogoolawah before we were surprised the airstrip for the 

Skydive Ramblers was not far from the Show Ground. Easter was also their “Easter Formation” 

event. This meant there was frequent take-offs and landings by their Cessna Caravan “Homer”. 

This aircraft is licenced the carry 16, so we often saw up to 14 skydivers at a time attempting for-

mations whilst in freefall. “Homer”, after releasing the skydivers landed over the Show Grounds 

& appeared to be now more than 50 metres over the heads of our horses!!!  

The Friday ride left with 34 riders, which was about average for each of the next day’s rides. We 

rode out of the Show Ground onto the Rail Trail and headed north towards the Harlin Pub where 

the Friday lunch was going to be. Unfortunately they were not open on Good Friday, so the lunch 

was byo which we had just on the northern end of the Yimbun Railway Tunnel. Riding through 

the tunnel was a first for our horses, especially with bats fluttering around their (& our) heads. 

We returned the same way. 

This was different riding to Dayboro with no mountains to challenge our horses. Cantering on the 

very stony rail trail was a good test for our barefoot horses. No Dayboro horses ended up lame 

though. 

We arrived back early afternoon to find Ken exhausted from chasing tents, gazebos & annexes 

across the Show Ground. We were not sure how strong the wind was but we suspect there may 

have been a degree of exaggeration involved. 

Storky rode on Saturday while Debra, Janelle & Ken walked into town to check out the dollar 

shop and the local produce store. At Ken’s insistence they also tried the counter meals and re-

freshments at the Toogoolawah Hotel. This was to be our lunch stop on the Sunday ride. 
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 The Sunday ride left the Show Ground & went along the southern boundary of the airstrip, just 

in time for “Homer” to begin the approach! From Ken’s perspective it was entertaining to watch 

the varying reactions of horses and riders as “Homer” passed overhead at no more than 20 me-

tres! Not so entertaining for those of us riding. We wondered whether the pilot was enjoying 

the scene below! 

We rode in a general north westerly direction, then south and ended up at the Toogoolawah 

Hotel for lunch. There was another first for many of our horses when we tied up to a night line 

with all the other horses. We were very surprised none of our horses attempted to pull back. 

After lunch we rode back to the Show Ground to wash down our horses. 

That night was Movie Night held in the cattle pavilion, with a raffle for Gold Class. Gold Class 

meant a 2 seater lounge chair, with drinks, ice cream, popcorn and lollies supplied. The winner’s 

children were the lucky ones. The movie (which we cannot remember the name of) had horses 

which encouraged our horses, particularly Storky’s horse to whinny and pee at the most appro-

priate times! Certainly added to the unique movie experience. 

Storky rode on the Monday ride, but the rest of the Dayboro mob packed up and were on the 

road home by 10.00am. 

We were very impressed with the young children of the Brisbane Valley Club not only doing all 

the rides without complaints, but opening all the gates along the way. Typical country kids, no 

screens to play on, just horses to ride. 

On the rides we also saw many kangaroos & rabbits (it was Easter), with those at the front of 

the ride seeing a wild dog!  

Thank you to all the members of the Brisbane Valley Club for a well organised and entertaining 

weekend.  

A collaboration of Debra, Janelle & Ken 

 

 

Scary “Homer” 
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Never did find out if there was a leprechaun, 

pot of gold, or both in Debra’s float! 
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Smoko Scenery 

Yimbun Tunnel 
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Equine Health 

Proudly  submitted by 

UQ Vets Dayboro 

There are many different internal parasites (worms) that can infect our horses. Worms differ in the se-

verity of disease in which they cause, how common they are, the age of horses infected and route of 

transmission. The most common signs that we see in horses affected by worms include weight loss, tail 

rubbing, poor growth rate in younger horses and in more severe cases diarrhoea, colic and even death. 

The most common and clinically significant type of worms nowadays that we see in adult horses are the 

small stronglyes (cyathostomes) and tapeworms. Historically large strongyles were common (Strongylus 

vulgaris) however we do not often see them today. We also see roundworm infestations, most com-

monly in young horses. Other clinically significant worms include pinworms, bots and habronema 

(summer sores).   

Strategies for worm control that you might be familiar with include worming every 6-8 weeks and ro-

tating wormers. The recommendation of worming every 6-8 weeks was first implemented in 1966 and 

was based on interrupting the life cycle of the large strongyles. It worked very well and as a result we 

rarely see large strongyle infestations nowadays. The other strategy that has been used heavily in the 

past has been frequent rotation of wormers. There are certainly situations where it is an appropriate 

worm control strategy however rotating wormers without evidence for resistance only selects for multi-

drug resistant worms – the worms that are left are now resistant to multiple wormers.   

Our goal when worming adult horses is to treat small strongyles and tapeworms. We can measure the 

worm burden of an individual horse using a technique called a faecal egg count (FEC), which we can per-

form in the clinic. We take a sample of faeces and look under the microscope for worm eggs. We count 

the number that we see and perform a calculation to determine the worm burden. FECs help us to iden-

tify which horses are in need of more frequent dosing, as individual horses are fairly consistent in their 

shedding of worm eggs. Up to 70% of the horse population are considered to be low shedders (0-200 

eggs per gram), and thus may only require worming once or twice a year. High shedders (>500 eggs per 

gram) are more susceptible to disease and are more likely to infect other horses. These horses should 

be wormed more frequently.   

We also use FECs to determine the efficacy of our wormers, through performing a faecal egg count re-

duction test (FECRT). This is where we perform an FEC, worm the horse then perform another FEC 2 

weeks later to determine the percentage reduction. Ideally there should be a 90-95% reduction to con-

firm that our chosen wormer is working.   

Understanding Equine Worms 
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With regards to foals and young horses our worming protocols are a little different. In foals, the most sig-

nificant parasites are roundworms (ascarids). We recommend that foals are wormed 3-4 times in the first 

year, with the first treatment being at 2-3 months of age. We recommend the second treatment around 

the time of weaning. As horses get older, they become immune to roundworms and stronglyes become 

the important worm. Young horses (1-2 years old) carry higher worm burdens than mature horses and 

should be treated as high-shedding adults.   

Other strategies that we should use to minimise infection with worms include removing manure from 

paddocks every 3-5 days and avoiding turning out foals and weanlings on pastures recently grazed by 

young adult horses.   

As a general rule, when worming your horse we recommend that you choose a product that contains 

both macrocyclic lactones (drug name will end in “-mectin”) and praziquantal as this will cover you 

against all types of worms. We also recommend that you dose your horse for the correct weight – scales 

and weight tapes may be used to accurately estimate your horses correct weight. Performing FECs will 

provide you with the most appropriate information to implement an individualised worm management 

program.   

Written by Dr. Abbey Cox BVSc (Hons) GradDipEd MANZCVS  
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Club Items for Sale 

 

Shirt: green chambray - Long sleeve: $38.00 

        Short sleeve: $38.00 

  

Polo shirt: $20 
 

Stickers: $3.50 each or 3 for $10  
 
 

Items are available from the club shed at our rides or meetings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TRA 

 

The TRA pins and buckles are now available for purchase.  
 

We have one buckle left at $22 and a few hat pins left at $13. 
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Happy birthday to: 

 

 

May Messina Broughton 

  Heather Oldfield 

  Julie Stephenson 
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Please Support our Sponsors whenever you can.

Phone: 07 3425 1636 

Phone: 073425 1165 

Phone:  07 3425 2172 

Horse & Co offer Dayboro Trail Riders  members a 5% 

discount on all full priced tack & supplements in 

store. Show your TRA membership card when you go 

in. 

Opening Hrs.: Monday to Friday  9am to 5pm 

 Saturday 9am to 3pm 

  Sunday 10am to 3pm 

Gleam O”Dawn at Samford are offering Dayboro Trail Riders  

members 5% discount off bags of feed & electric Fencing.  

Show you TRA membership card. 

230 Mt Glorious Rd Samford 

Kevin McKenzie Farm 

Machinery Service 

0418 722 925 Morayfield—5499 3319 Janelle 

Strathpine—3881 2446 Ken 
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